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THE FLOW OF MAPLE SAP
BY A. H. WOOD.
Note.—Professor Wood resigned his position on tlie Station Staff
November i, 1S94.
This bulletin is chiefly based upon observations made while
engaged in procuring samples of maple sap for investigation as
recorded in Bulletin No. 25.
These results are submitted at this time, not as a complete
study of the subject, but because the results recorded may be
of immediate value to the sugar makers of the state.
It has become a common practice to tap maples to a depth of
only about an inch. This practice is based upon the belief that
the flow of sap comes chiefly from the wood of very recent
growth, and that to tap beyond the growth of the last six or
eight years is a useless expenditure of labor and an unnecessary
injury to the tree.
To determine as to the correctness of this belief, as well as
to investigate the comparative richness of the sap from the
outer and inner wood, the following experiments were made.
In the spring of 1892, two thrifty rock maples about fourteen
inches in diameter and growing in thick woodland were selected
and tapped as shown in Table i.

































































36.0 lbs. 81.5 lbs.
The i^ inch holes yielded 89.5 pounds of sap, while the 3^^
inch holes gave a little more than double that amount, or 187
pounds.
In 1893, tree 8 was tapped twice, one hole being i}( inch
deep, and the other 2^2 inches. Tree 9 was tapped 231- inciics
deep, and tree 10 i^ inches. These trees were large, thrifty,
shade trees. The rate of flow was determined by noting the
amount of sap that flowed in two minutes, and in Table 2 this
amount is expressed in cubic centimeters.
April 9th, the i}( inch holes were deepened to 2^2 inches,
the rate of tiow being taken jus*- before and after the deepening.
TABLE 2.—RELATION OF DEPTH OF TAPPING TO FLOW OF SAP.
1€93. Time.
Tree 8. Tree 9.















27 2:00 p m.
2 3:C0p.m.





























































inner hole, and an old fashioned sheet iron spout driven under
the outer one, so that the sap from the inner and outer wood
could be gathered separately.
At the time of tapping, the rate was : Inner hole, 9 c.c. per
minute ; outer hole, 6 c.c. per minute.
Three days later, April 20th, the run was 11 c.c. and 3 c.c.
respectively. Thinking that the greatly decreased flow from the
outer hole might be due to the free exposure of the sap-wood to
the air, another similar tree was tapped in the same manner.
The rate of flow from this second tree was 16 c.c. from the
inner, and 13 c.c. from the outer hole. In both trees the flow
from the inner wood exceeded that from the outer wood, al-
though the diameter of the outer hole was double that of the
inner one.
In 1894 four trees were tapped as follows : R tapped 2^
inches deep with a |f inch bit, and the hole continued 2^ inches
with a Y^ inch bit. An iron spout was driven into the inner
hole, and the outer hole was closed with a rubber stopper
through which tubes were passed to give outlet to the sap from
the outer and inner wood without subjecting the outer wood to
exposure to the air: ,5 tapped 5^ inches deep with a ^ inch
bit. A thin rubber stopper, through which a small tube was
passed, was driven to the centre of the hole, the tube extending
out through the centre of the spout driven into the outer wood
of the tree. We were thus able to compare the rate of flow from
the outer and inner wood with the same bore throughout : T
tapped twice with a 2/^ inch bit. The holes 4 inches apart and
apparently in equally favorable positions, one hole 6 inches
deep, the other 2 inches deep : U standing near and similar to
T, tapped with a ]{{, inch bit, 6 inches deep. Table 3 gives the
rate per minute in cubic centimeters.
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tapping ; that the theory that all or nearly all of the sap comes
from the outer wood is erroneous, and that our sugar makers
may with great profit, tap their trees to a depth of four or five
inches. The additional injury to the tree is slight, especially if
the hole is small and the bark but slightly hewn away. Where
a }i inch bit is used and the bark practically uninjured by hew-
ing, a majority of the holes will be grown over the first summer
after tapping. If double the amount of sap can be obtained by
tapping four inches deep, instead of two, and the sap be of nearly
equal richness, then it is time to stop giving directions to tap
but one inch deep as many have done on the assumption that
the sap from the inner wood was scanty and poor.
In 1892 two trees with as uniform tops as could be found and
standing in thick woodland, were tapped both on the north and
south sides. A similar tree was tapped on the south and west
sides. With trees 6 and 20, the south side yielded about 23
per cent, more than the north side, while with tree 12, the west
side exceeded the south side by about 9 per cent. It is of in-
terest in connection to depth of tapping to note that tree 6 was
tapped i}4 inch deep, and trees 12 and 20, 2}( inches deep.
All with }4 inch holes. Table 4 gives the results in detail.
TABLE 4.—FLOW OF SAP FROM NORTH AND SOUTH SIDES OF TREES.
8
trees. As an illustration of the effect of the sun in some in-
stances we will cite the following. In 1893 a thrifty maple
standing in a small group of trees and exposed to the sun, was
tapped on the north and south sides. The excess in favor of
the south side was almost wholly due to the yield upon a day
when the sun shone brightly, but with the temperature but
slightly above freezing ; the yield was, south side, 1 1 [pounds,
north side, 2^ pounds.
There can be little doubt as to the correctness of the com-
mon practice of tapping the south side whenever practicable.
There is a growing tendency to tap trees twice, putting the
holes near together and letting the sap from both spouts drop
into the same bucket. To test the profit of so doing the following
trial was made : Six maples from twelve to sixteen inches in
diameter, standing near together and with the same exposure,
were divided into two groups, as nearly alike as possible in size,
spread of branches, etc.
The trees in group A were tapped once with a y^ inch bit
and i^ inches deep. Those in group B were tapped twice,
once with a 5^ inch bit, and once with a ^ inch bit, the holes
being i^ inch deep and about 4 inches apart. Table 5 shows
the yield by trees and by groups.























































Totalyield by trees..] 115.7 lbs. 108.0 lbs. 118.9 lbs. 138.2 lbs.





the two groups and the nearly equal flow from all, with the
exception of tree 19, it seems certain that little was gained in
this case by tapping in the manner described. This is the
result of a single trial, but if we remember that sugar makers
have gradually changed from the use of the two-inch auger to
the half and three eighths-inch bit for tapping, on the ground
that they obtain nearly or quite as much sap with much less
injury to the tree, is it not reasonable to expect that holes three
or four inches apart should influence the flow from each other ?
This point has been referred to in connection with tree T,
Table 3. More sap may frequently be obtained by this method
of double tapping but the question arises whether, if we are
able to tap a tree two or more times, it is not true economy to
place the holes as far apart as possible, even if extra buckets
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